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ABSTRACT

Objective:  To determine whether egg and milk supplement with regular diet can increase breast 
milk volume at 48 and 72 hours postpartum.

Materials and Methods:  A randomized-controlled trial was conducted at Chiangrai Prachanukroh 
Hospital between January 2013 and December 2013.  One hundred and twenty term pregnant 
women with spontaneous vaginal delivery were randomized into four groups to receive (1) 
regular postpartum diet, (2) regular diet with milk supplement, (3) regular diet with egg 
supplement, or (4) regular diet with egg and milk supplement three meals a day. Breast milk 
volume was measured using an electric breast pump for 15 minutes for each breast at 48 and 
72 hours postpartum.  The differences in breast milk volume at 48 and 72 hours postpartum 
between groups were assessed using an analysis of covariance adjusted for the variables 
significantly different between groups at the time of delivery. 

Results:  Age of postpartum mothers (p=0.039) and experience of breastfeeding (p=0.045) 
were significantly different between groups, but not body mass index, gestational age at delivery 
and infant birth weight.  In the analysis of covariance adjusted for maternal age and breastfeeding 
experience, postpartum mothers who received a regular diet with egg and milk supplement had 
a significantly higher volume of breast milk at 48 and 72 hours compared to mothers who received 
a regular diet (p<0.001).

Conclusion:  A diet with both egg and milk supplement three meals a day significantly increased 
breast milk volume in lactating women.
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Introduction
 Breast milk is the ideal food for newborns and 

infants. It gives infants all the nutrients they need for 

healthy development, is safe and contains antibodies 

that help protect infants from common illness such as 

diarrhea and pneumonia, which are the two primary 

causes of child mortality worldwide(1).  Breastfeeding 

also benefits mothers because it reduces the risk of 
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breast and ovarian cancer later in life and increases 

maternal-infants bonding(2).  The World Health 

Organizat ion (WHO) recommends exclusive 

breastfeeding during the first six months of life and 

provides ten recommendations for a successful 

breastfeeding(3).  The amount of breast milk volume 

needed depends mainly on how often and how 

effectively the baby sucks on the breast.   Many 

problems may lead to breastfeeding failure, such as 

inadequate breast milk volume, maternal stress, sick 

newborn, food intake or low birth weight(4).  With 

breastfeeding, the number of calories and the quantity 

of oral protein consumption during pregnancy and 

lactation is likely to increase(5).  The caloric intake during 

lactation for women should be more than 1,500 

kilocalories (kcal)/day(6).  Egg and milk contain many 

nutrients and proteins, can increase lactating women’s 

energy, are inexpensive and can be bought anywhere. 

This study was conducted to determine whether egg 

and milk supplement can increase breast milk volume 

at 48 and 72 hours postpartum as compared to a regular 

postpartum diet.

Materials and Methods
Study Design and Participants
 This randomized-controlled trial study was 

conducted in the Department of Obstetric and 

Gynaecology, Chiangrai Prachanukroh Hospital 

between January 2013 and December 2013. One 

hundred and twenty term pregnant women without 

complication and with spontaneous vaginal delivery of 

a baby weighting more than 2,500 grams at birth were 

recruited. The present study was approved by the 

Internal Chiangrai Prachanukroh Hospital’s Ethics 

Committee.

Randomization and Blinding
 After obtaining their consent, eligible women were 

randomly assigned to one of four equally sized groups 

of 30 women using blocked randomization. Between 

delivery and 72 hours postpartum, the women either 

received  (1) regular postpartum diet (control group), 

(2) regular diet with 200-mL milk supplement three 

meals a day, (3) regular diet with one medium hard-

boiled egg supplement three meals a day, or  (4) regular 

diet with both egg and milk supplement three meals a 

day.   The study nurse was blinded to the intervention. 

Study Procedures
 Every lactating women had unrestricted skin to 

skin contact with the baby immediately post-delivery. 

Breastfeeding was initiated within the first hour of life 

and then provided as often as the child wanted (day 

and night).   Apart from the diet provided by the hospital, 

the mothers did not consume any other food within 72 

hours postpartum. The breast milk volume was 

measured at 48 hours and 72 hours postpartum by 

electric breast pumps (Spectra 2) for 15 minutes for 

each breast.

Statistical Analysis
 We estimated that a sample size of 30 patients 

in each group would have 90% power to detect a 

difference in effect size of 0.35 between at least two of 

the four groups using one-way analysis of variance test 

with a 5% one-sided type I error.

 The following variables were collected as part of 

this study: (1) at delivery: age, body mass index, 

gestational age, birth weight and previous experience 

of breastfeeding; (2) at 48 and 72 hours postpartum: 

breast milk volume, number of breastfeeds, number of 

maternal meals and amount of water consumed by the 

mother between delivery and 48 hours postpartum and 

between delivery and 72 hours postpartum. These 

characteristics were compared across the four groups 

using one-way analysis of variance test or exact 

probability test as appropriate.  The primary endpoints 

were the differences in breast milk volume at 48 and 72 

hours postpartum between groups and were assessed 

by analysis of covariance adjusted for the characteristics 

significantly different between groups at the time of 

delivery. P-values <0.05 were considered statistically 

significant.

Results
 At the time of delivery, age of postpartum mothers 

(p=0.039) and previous experience of breastfeeding 

(p=0.045) were significantly different between groups, 
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but not body mass index, gestational age at delivery 

and infant birth weight (Table 1). The number of 

breastfeeds, number of maternal meals and amount of 

water consumed by the mother between delivery and 

48 hours postpartum and between delivery and 72 

hours postpartum were not different between groups 

(Table 2).

 The mean breast milk volume in mothers 

receiving a regular diet was 5.2 mL (standard deviation 

(SD): 6.7 mL) at 48 hours and 19.6 mL (SD: 18.7 mL) 

at 72 hours, which was lower than that in women 

receiving at least one supplement. Only women 

receiving both egg and milk supplement had a 

significantly higher breast milk volume than women 

receiving a regular diet at 48 hours (+14.6 mean 

difference, p=0.008) and 72 hours postpartum (+41.1 

mean difference, p<0.001) (Table 3).

Table 1.  Maternal characteristics at delivery.

Regular diet

(n=30)

Egg

supplement

(n=30)

Milk

supplement

  (n=30)

Egg and milk 

supplement

   (n=30)

P

 (Mean±SD) (Mean±SD) (Mean±SD) (Mean±SD)

Age (years) 26.0±5.2 29.1±6.6 25.2±5.4 28.0±5.7 0.039

BMI (kg/m2) 26.4±3.4 27.9±4.1  26.1±3.9 26.9±3.9 0.301

Gestational age (weeks) 38.5±1.2 39.1±1.4 38.9±1.2 38.5±1.1 0.156

Birth weight (g) 3069.8±321.4 3099.7±430.8 3051.3±336.4 3124.7±372.5 0.874

Previous experience of 

breastfeeding

25 25 27 12.9 0.115

     Yes 12 (40.0) 19 (63.3) 14 (46.7) 21 (70.0) 0.045

     No 18 (60.0) 11 (36.7) 16 (53.3) 9 (30.0)

Table 2.  Maternal and infant feeding after delivery

Regular diet

(n=30)

Egg

supplement

(n=30)

Milk 

supplement

  (n=30)

 Egg and milk 

supplement

   (n=30)

P

Number of infant breastfeeds      

   0-48 hours 17.7±5.3 18.3±3.6 19.9±3.7 19.1±3.7 0.184

   0-72 hours 32.2±5.3 31.0±3.9 30.0±7.4 31.9±4.5 0.414

Number of maternal meals

   0-48 hours 5.5±0.9 5.5±0.9 5.7±0.5 5.5±1.0 0.729

   0-72 hours 9.3±4.1 8.4±0.9 8.7±0.6 8.4±1.0 0.360

Amount of water consumed 

(mL)

   0-48 hours 2906.9±1127.0 3193.5±1307.5 2973.3±896.2 3346.0±1101.2 0.392

   0-72 hours 5348.9±1363.2 5632.3±1702.9 5431.7±1603.7 5596.0±1539.6 0.881
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Table 3.  Assessment of differences in breast milk volume at 48 and 72 hours postpartum between groups using 

an analysis of covariance adjusted for maternal age and previous experience of breastfeeding.

Breast

milk volume

at 48 hours 

postpartum 

(mL)

95% CI P Breast

milk volume

at 72 hours 

postpartum 

(mL)

95% CI P

Regular diet

(mean±SD)

5.2±6.7   19.6±18.7  

Egg  supplement

(mean difference)

+3.8 -6.8, 14.5 0.477 +19.6 -2.5, 41.7 0.082

Milk supplement

(mean difference)

+7.5 -3.1, 18.1 0.163 +4.1 -17.9, 26.0 0.715

Egg and milk supplement 

(mean difference)

+14.6 3.8, 25.4 0.008 +41.1 18.8, 63.5 <0.001

Discussion
 Although much has been learned about dietary 

requirements for lactation from women from different 

cultures and with various nutritional levels, conflicting 

results have been reported.  A high intake of protein 

nutrients and calories is usually recommended to 

ensure that the mother provides good milk to her infant 

during breastfeeding(7,8).

 The present study found that postpartum mothers 

who received a regular diet with egg and milk 

supplement had a significantly higher volume of breast 

milk at 48 and 72 hours postpartum compared to 

mothers who received a regular diet (p < 0.001).   

Mothers who received a regular diet with only one 

supplement (either egg or milk) also had higher volume 

of breast milk than mothers who received a regular diet, 

but the differences were not significant.   A study in 50 

well-nourished lactating mothers found that only egg 

supplement significantly increased breast milk 

production at 48 hours postpartum(12).

 Egg and milk can increase energy and protein in 

lactating women.  One medium egg contains 78 

calories, 6.29 grams of protein, carbohydrate, fat, 

cholesterol and vitamins, while 200 mL of milk contain 

134 calories, 3 grams of protein, 7.2 grams of fat and 

14.4 grams of lactose(13).  Nursing mothers consume an 

average of 2,460 kcal daily to produce milk, as 

compared to 1,880 kcal in non-nursing mothers(14).  The 

United States Institute of Medicine Committee on 

Nutritional Status During Pregnancy and Lactation does 

not recommend diet intake below 1,500 kcal/day at any 

time during lactation(6).  It has been reported that 

mothers who consume less than 1,500 kcal/day during 

lactation had a decreased breast milk volume(6,15), while 

a study in Japanese women found that lactating women 

on a low-caloric diet for three days postpartum had a 

lower breast milk volume compared to lactating women 

on a regular postpartum diet(16). 

 A regular postpartum diet provided by the hospital 

has an average energy of 2,000 kcal/day.   A regular 

diet with 200-ml milk supplement and one boiled egg 

supplement three meals a day can increase the energy 

by 834 kcal/day and therefore increase breast milk 

volume.   Based on the results of the present study, we 

suggest to provide nursing mothers with milk and egg 

supplement along with their regular diet in order to 

increase breast milk volume and caloric intake.

 One limitation of our study is that, despite the 

use of blocked randomization, some of the maternal 

characteristics at delivery were different across the four 

groups. The analysis of covariance had to be adjusted 

for the variables significantly different across the groups 
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Discussion
 Although much has been learned about dietary 

requirements for lactation from women from different 

cultures and with various nutritional levels, conflicting 

results have been reported.  A high intake of protein 

nutrients and calories is usually recommended to 

ensure that the mother provides good milk to her infant 

during breastfeeding(7,8).

 The present study found that postpartum mothers 

who received a regular diet with egg and milk 

supplement had a significantly higher volume of breast 

milk at 48 and 72 hours postpartum compared to 

mothers who received a regular diet (p<0.001).   Mothers 

who received a regular diet with only one supplement 

(either egg or milk) also had higher volume of breast 

milk than mothers who received a regular diet, but the 

differences were not significant.  A study in 50 well-

nourished lactating mothers found that only egg 

supplement significantly increased breast milk 

production at 48 hours postpartum(12).

 Egg and milk can increase energy and protein in 

lactating women. One medium egg contains 78 calories, 

6.29 grams of protein, carbohydrate, fat, cholesterol and 

vitamins, while 200 mL of milk contain 134 calories, 3 

grams of protein, 7.2 grams of fat and 14.4 grams of 

lactose(13).  Nursing mothers consume an average of 

2,460 kcal daily to produce milk, as compared to 1,880 

kcal in non-nursing mothers(14).  The United States 

Institute of Medicine Committee on Nutritional Status 

During Pregnancy and Lactation does not recommend 

diet intake below 1,500 kcal/day at any time during 

lactation(6). It has been reported that mothers who 

consume less than 1,500 kcal/day during lactation had 

a decreased breast milk volume(6,15), while a study in 

Japanese women found that lactating women on a low-

caloric diet for three days postpartum had a lower breast 

milk volume compared to lactating women on a regular 

postpartum diet(16). 

 A regular postpartum diet provided by the hospital 

has an average energy of 2,000 kcal/day.   A regular 

diet with 200-ml milk supplement and one boiled egg 

supplement three meals a day can increase the energy 

by 834 kcal/day and therefore increase breast milk 

volume. Based on the results of the present study, we 

suggest to provide nursing mothers with milk and egg 

supplement along with their regular diet in order to 

increase breast milk volume and caloric intake.

 One limitation of our study is that, despite the 

use of blocked randomization, some of the maternal 

characteristics at delivery were different across the four 

groups.   The analysis of covariance had to be adjusted 

for the variables significantly different across the groups 

in order to prevent biased results.

 In conclusion, the present study demonstrated 

that supplementing lactating women’s regular diet with 

egg and milk within 72 hours postpartum significantly 

increased breast milk volume.  These findings can help 

achieve the goal of exclusive breastfeeding.
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ผลของการรับประทานนมและไขเสริมในมารดาตอปริมาณน้ำานมมารดาที่ 48 ชั่วโมงและ 72 ชั่วโมง

หลังคลอด 

จุลพงศ  อจลพงศ

วัตถุ ประสงค:  เพ่ือศึกษาการใหไขและนมเสริมในอาหารปกติแกมารดาหลังคลอดสามารถเพิ่มปริมาณน้ำานมท่ี 48 และ 72 ชั่วโมง 

ไดหรือไม

วัสดุและวิธีการ:  ศึกษาในมารดาหลังคลอดบุตรปกติทางชองคลอดที่มาคลอดที่โรงพยาบาลเชียงรายประชานุเคราะหระหวางเดือน

มกราคม 2549 ถึงเดือนธันวาคม 2549 จำานวน 120 คน โดยแบงเปน 4 กลุมๆ ละ 30 คน เพื่อไดรับอาหารปกติ, อาหารปกติเสริมไข, 

อาหารปกติเสริมนม, อาหารปกติเสริมไขและนมวันละ 3 มื้อ เปรียบเทียบปริมาณน้ำานมในมารดา โดยการใชเครื่องปมไฟฟาเปนเวลา 

15 นาที ที่ 48 และ 72 ชั่วโมงหลังคลอด ระหวางวันที่ 1 มกราคม 2556 – 31 ธันวาคม 2556 

ผลการศึกษา:  อายุมารดา (P=0.039) และประสบการณการเลี้ยงลูกดวยนมมารดา (P=0.045) แตกตางกันแตดัชนีมวลกาย, อายุ

ครรภที่คลอด และน้ำาหนักทารกแรกคลอดไมแตกแตงกัน เมื่อวิเคราะหโดยปรับความแตกตางอายุมารดา และประสบการณการเลี้ยง

ลูกดวยนมมารดา พบวามารดาที่ไดรับอาหารปกติเสริมนมและไขมีปริมาณน้ำานมเพิ่มขึ้นเมื่อเทียบกับมารดาที่ไดรับอาหารปกติที่ 48 

และ 72 ชั่งโมงหลังคลอด อยางมีนัยสำาคัญทางสถิติ (P<0.001)

สรุป:  อาหารปกติเสริมไขและนมชวยใหมารดาหลังคลอด มีปริมาณน้ำานมมากกวากลุมที่ ไดรับอาหารปกติ,อาหารปกติเสริมไขและ

กลุมที่ไดรับอาหารปกติเสริมนม จึงควรเสริมนมและไขใหมารดาหลังคลอด เพื่อเพิ่มปริมาณน้ำานม  


